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TIME introduces the Heroes of History series-life stories of extraordinary Americans,
illustrated in full-color. Forget everything you think you know about George Washington.
The father of our country remains a mystery to too many of us. Now TIME tells the full,
fascinating story of the Virginia planter who fought for Britain in the French and Indian
War, signed the Declaration of Independence, led a rag-tag colonial army to victory over
the British Empire, and was elected the first President of the United States. Young adult
readers ready to look beyond the "Who Was" series deserve a collection of biographies all
their own with the details, nuance, and depth they crave. With dozens of reproductions of
artworks, artifacts from the period, photographs, and illustrations created to bring the
subject alive, this first book in the new series, Heroes of History, captures "the
essential American" and brings his life and chaotic, revolutionary times into fresh
focus.
This two-volume set surveys the profound impact that political humor and satire have had
on American culture and politics over the years, paying special attention to the
explosion of political humor in today's wide-ranging and turbulent media environment. •
Documents the history of political humor in the United States in all of its many forms,
with the bulk of coverage weighted toward contemporary political satire and satirists •
Covers writers, cartoonists, radio personalities, television and movie performers, and
internet celebrities • Profiles influential television programs, movies, and other forms
of entertainment that have made their mark on American politics and culture • Includes a
chronology of events
A biographical encyclopedia contains alphabetical entries covering Washington's military
and political career, personal and family life, landownings, slaveholdings, business
dealings, and correspondence.
Write Your College Essay in Less Than a Day
The war of the American Revolution
Master Writing Big Book
A Life in Books
From Slave to Scientist
Life Stories of Extraordinary Americans (TIME Heroes of History #2)
Test Prep for CCSS Performance Tasks is a 64-page three book series for grades six through eight. It focuses on performance
tasks aligned with the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) for English Language Arts/Literacy. The series will help familiarize
students with tasks and language they may encounter in Common Core assessments. Each book include instruction resources,
rubrics, instructional overview, instructional strategies, and resources for each performance task. Mark Twain Media Publishing
Company specializes in providing captivating, supplemental books and decorative resources to complement middle- and uppergrade classrooms. Designed by leading educators, the product line covers a range of subjects including mathematics, sciences,
language arts, social studies, history, government, fine arts, and character.
George Washington is remembered for leading the Continental Army to victory, presiding over the Constitution, and forging a
new nation, but few know the story of his involvement in the establishment of a capital city and how it nearly tore the United
States apart. In George Washington’s Final Battle, Robert P. Watson brings this tale to life, telling how the country's first
president tirelessly advocated for a capital on the shores of the Potomac. Washington envisioned and had a direct role in
planning many aspects of the city that would house the young republic. In doing so, he created a landmark that gave the
fledgling democracy credibility, united a fractious country, and created a sense of American identity. Although Washington
died just months before the federal government's official relocation, his vision and influence live on in the city that bears his
name. This little-known story of founding intrigue throws George Washington’s political acumen into sharp relief and provides a
historical lesson in leadership and consensus-building that remains relevant today. This book will fascinate anyone interested
in the founding period, the American presidency, and the history of Washington, DC.
Collects fully annoted versions of historic essays by Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, and John Jay.
The Political Philosophy of George Washington
Activities of the Commission and Complete-final Report of the United States George Washington Bicentennial Commission
George Washington's Final Battle
Everything You Need to Write Great Essays
The Faith of the First President
American Literature to 1900
This eBook edition of the American Revolution history has been formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all
devices. This book on the American Revolution consists of three parts-a brief narrative history of the war, a chronology of military events, and
a bibliography. Each part requires a word of explanation. The narrative consists of one chapter on the colonial background of American military
history and two on the Revolution itself. Part Two is a chronology, oriented toward military events, covering the period between the signing of
the Treaty of Paris ending the Seven Years War in 1763 and the ratification by the Continental Congress some twenty years later of a second
Treaty of Paris confirming American independence. Part Three, the bibliography, contains listings of over a thousand titles of books, articles,
and published source material on the American Revolution. The emphasis is again on the land war, but proportionately the bibliography gives
more attention to the political, social and economic aspects of the Revolution and to its naval phase than do either the narrative or the
chronology.
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This guidebook will help you to: • Analyze each prompt • Plan the essay carefully • Make a compelling argument • Use the allotted time
effectively • Evaluate sample essays • Increase your confidence This guidebook offers step-by-step, proven strategies for crafting a winning
ACT essay. It includes suggestions for approaching the writing task, analyzing the issues presented, and managing time effectively. The book
contains fifteen sample prompts using the exact same format as the official ACT tests. Each prompt includes a sample pro/con chart so students
can learn to carefully plan and organize the essay before writing. Additionally, this book describes techniques to think through, outline, and
write an engaging introduction, impressive supporting paragraphs, and powerful conclusion. There are recommendations for selecting a point of
view and using solid evidence to support the argument. Additionally, there is a discussion of the ACT scoring rubric and reasons for taking the
essay portion. Winning Strategies For ACT Essay Writing: With 15 Sample Prompts is suitable for use with or without a tutor. By reading and
practicing with this text, students will gain the tools and confidence to write a high scoring essay. About Test Prep Series The focus of the Test
Prep Series is to make test preparation streamlined and fruitful for competitive exam aspirants. Students preparing for the entrance exams now
have access to the most comprehensive series of prep guides for GRE, GMAT and SAT preparation. All the books in this series are thoroughly
researched, frequently updated and packed with relevant content. These have been prepared by authors with more than 10 years experience in
the field. The simple and well organized format of the books in this series makes studying more efficient and effective.
A political life of Washington -- Classical republican political culture and philosophy -- British liberalism, revolution, union, and foreign affairs
-- Protestant Christianity, providence, and the republic.
Foreign Participation
A Guide to the Study and Use of Military History
Army Reserve Magazine
Naval Aviation News
The American Revolution (Illustrated Edition)
Test Prep for CCSS Performance Tasks, Grade 6

Jones (history, Fordham U.) extensively revises and enlarges his George Washington, A Biography,
originally published in 1979 and in print since then. His goal is to synthesize the best contemporary
scholarship into a relatively brief and readable biography for the general reader and student. Annotation
copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
This Guide to the Study and Use of Military History is designed to foster an appreciation of the value of
military history and explain its uses and the resources available for its study. It is not a work to be read
and lightly tossed aside, but one the career soldier should read again or use as a reference at those times
during his career when necessity or leisure turns him to the contemplation of the military past.
**This is the chapter slice "Writing an Informative Essay" from the full lesson plan "How to Write an
Essay"** Take the fear out of writing essays and empower your students by giving them the tools to
comprehensively express their point of view. Our workbook provides clear and concise lessons about
every stage of the writing process. Based on Bloom’s taxonomy we offer instruction about the four most
common types of essays and provide review lessons about verbs, adjectives and pronouns. You can use
this material to supplement your present writing program or for independent student work. Also included
is a detailed implementation guide, student assessment rubric, word puzzles and comprehension quiz.
The six color graphic organizers will assist the introduction of the skill focus and in guiding your students
through their successful writing process. All of our content meets the Common Core State Standards and
are written to Bloom's Taxonomy.
Essays on Fighters of the 1800s to the 1920s
Orations and Essays of the George Washington Bicentennial Nation-wide Oratorical, Essay, and
Declamatory Contests in Schools and Colleges ...
The American Revolution (Vol. 1-3)
You Can Learn from Watching Movies
American Symbol
The Epic Struggle to Build a Capital City and a Nation
Jerrie S. Cheek presents a collection of Web sites pertaining to the American Revolution, appropriate for use with
elementary history classes. The collection offers curriculum enrichment materials, as well as lesson plans and other
activities. Topics in the collection include battles and such famous Americans as George Washington (1732-1799),
Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790), Betsy Ross (1752-1836), Benedict Arnold (1741-1801), and more. The Kennesaw State
University Educational Technology Center in Kennesaw, Georgia, provides the collection online.
"Children and adults alike love the popular Christian Heroes: Then & Now series. Now Christian Heroes authors Janet and
Geoff Benge tell the stories of Heroes of History with the same engaging narrative style and historical depth! This new series
brings the shaping of history to life with the remarkable true stories of fascinating men and women who changed the course
of history. Once a kidnapped slave baby, George Washington Carver overcame poverty and racism to become and
influential scientist (1864?-1943).
All of our content is aligned to your State Standards and are written to Bloom's Taxonomy. Our program is designed to make
the writing process logical and easy to learn. We offer clear and concise instruction in the drafting and revision phases to
assist your students in creating outstanding book reports. We also take the fear out of writing essays while giving your
students the tools to comprehensively express their point of view. The learning objectives are based on Bloom’s Taxonomy
and you can use this material to supplement your present writing program or for independent student work. Also included is
a detailed implementation guide, student assessment rubric, word puzzles, comprehension quiz, and test prep. The color
graphic organizers will assist the introduction of the skill focus and in guiding your students through their successful writing
process.
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How to Write an Essay: Writing an Informative Essay
Stop Procrastinating and Get It Done to Perfection!
George Washington Carver
Policing the Continental Army
History of the George Washington Bicentennial Celebration
George Washington's Religion
George Washington, heroic general of the Revolution, master of Mount Vernon, and first president of the United States, remains the
most enigmatic figure of the founding generation, with historians and the public at large still arguing over the strengths of his character
and the nature of his intellectual and political contributions to the early republic. Representing the finest recent scholarship on
Washington, these thirteen essays by the leading scholars in the field strike a balance between Washington's personal life and character
and his public life as a soldier and political figure. Editor Don Higginbotham provides an introduction about Washington and his
treatment by historians, and an afterword devoted to how the American people have viewed Washington, including the 1999
commemorations of the bicentennial of his death. With three essays written specifically for this volume, George Washington
Reconsidered is the first collection of its kind to be published in over thirty years.
Ready! Action! Write! A student's writing skill is the single best predictor of success in the first year of college - better than math,
vocabulary, grammar, or reading prowess. Unfortunately, while high schools teach students the mechanics of writing, they don't
address issues such as getting unstuck, writing a first draft, brainstorming, finding the thesis that's hiding in an essay, soliciting useful
feedback, or telling a story in pictures. This unique guide does, by capitalizing on what students know a lot about: the movies. Students
read inside stories about their favorite films online. They watch behind-the-scenes bonus material on DVDs. They know how films work.
What they don't know is that the writing and filmmaking processes are remarkably similar. In this book, they'll learn to shift their focus
from word counts to process as they move from pre-production, preparing to write, "shooting" their first draft in the production phase,
and then running their results through post-production to perfect their work.
"Biographies: from Tom Molineaux, a slave who won freedom and fame in the ring in the early 1800s; to Joe Gans, the first African
American world champion; to the flamboyant Jack Johnson (film of his defeat of former champion and "Great White Hope" Jim Jeffries
was banned across U.S.); round-by-round coverage of historic fights"--Provided by publisher.
The War of the American Revolution, [Bicentennial Publication].
Meet George Washington
American Political Humor: Masters of Satire and Their Impact on U.S. Policy and Culture [2 volumes]
Race and Meaning
Illustrated Edition
Uniting a Nation
In 1776, thirteen colonies declared their independence from Britain. Although they came together to fight a war, the colonies were far from a
unified nation. In George Washington: Uniting a Nation, Don Higginbotham argues that Washington's greatest contribution to American life
was creating a sense of American unity. In clear and concise prose, Higginbotham shows that as Revolutionary War commander, proponent
of the Constitution, and president, George Washington focused on building national identity and erecting institutions to cement the fledgling
nation. The first book on Washington to examine exclusively his role in state formation, George Washington is essential reading for scholars,
students, and everyone interested in America's first, and most formative, president.
In this book, Professor Stephen Vicchio gives a comprehensive analysis of the religious beliefs of the first president of the United States,
George Washington. After discussing Washington's early religious life in the Anglican and Episcopal churches, Professor Vicchio goes on to
analyze Washington's views on God, the Bible, religious toleration, ethics and virtue, prayer, and whether or not America was established as
a Christian nation, as well as his understanding of the problem of evil and the afterlife.
No one has written more about the African American experience in Missouri over the past four decades than Gary Kremer, and now for the
first time fourteen of his best articles on the subject are available in one place with the publication of Race and Meaning: The African
American Experience in Missouri. By placing the articles in chronological order of historical events rather than by publication date, Kremer
combines them into one detailed account that addresses issues such as the transition from slavery to freedom for African Americans in
Missouri, all-black rural communities, and the lives of African Americans seeking new opportunities in Missouri’s cities. In addition to his
previously published articles, Kremer includes a personal introduction revealing how he first became interested in researching African
American history and how his education at Lincoln University--and specifically the influence of his mentor, Lorenzo Greene--helped him to
realize his eventual career path. Race and Meaning makes a collection of largely unheard stories spanning much of Missouri history
accessible for the first time in one place, allowing each article to be read in the context of the others, and creating a whole that is much
greater than the sum of its parts. Whether you are a student, researcher, or general reader, this book will be essential to anyone with an
interest in Missouri history.
The African American Experience in Missouri
Winning Strategies For ACT Essay Writing: With 15 Sample Prompts
The Federalist
A Biographical Companion
Voices of Writers and Artists
Research Bulletin - George Washington University, Washington, D.C. Human Resources Office
When it comes to the Founding Fathers, Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin, and Alexander Hamilton are
generally considered the great minds of early America. George Washington, instead, is toasted with
accolades regarding his solid common sense and strength in battle. Indeed, John Adams once snobbishly
dismissed him as "too illiterate, unlearned, unread for his station and reputation." Yet Adams, as well
as the majority of the men who knew Washington in his life, were unaware of his singular devotion to
self-improvement. Based on a comprehensive amount of research at the Library of Congress, the
collections at Mount Vernon, and rare book archives scattered across the country, Kevin J. Hayes
corrects this misconception and reconstructs in vivid detail the active intellectual life that has gone
largely unnoticed in conventional narratives of Washington. Despite being a lifelong reader, Washington
felt an acute sense of embarrassment about his relative lack of formal education and cultural
sophistication, and in this sparkling literary biography, Hayes illustrates just how tirelessly
Washington worked to improve. Beginning with the primers, forgotten periodicals, conduct books, and
classic eighteenth-century novels such as Tom Jones that shaped Washington's early life, Hayes studies
Washington's letters and journals, charting the many ways the books of his upbringing affected decisions
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before and during the Revolutionary War. The final section of the book covers the voluminous reading
that occurred during Washington's presidency and his retirement at Mount Vernon. Throughout, Hayes
examines Washington's writing as well as his reading, from The Journal of Major George Washington
through his Farewell Address. The sheer breadth of titles under review here allow readers to glimpse
Washington's views on foreign policy, economics, the law, art, slavery, marriage, and religion-and how
those views shaped the young nation.. Ultimately, this sharply written biography offers a fresh
perspective on America's Father, uncovering the ideas that shaped his intellectual journey and,
subsequently, the development of America.
How did George Washington Carver, whose concrete accomplishments on paper did not amount to much more
that "doing something" with peanuts, sweet potatoes, homemade paint and recipes, come to be known as a
great man who made brilliant inventions? How was it that his more significant contributions were lost in
the myth-making that surrounded him?
The Storied South features the voices--by turn searching and honest, coy and scathing--of twenty-six of
the most luminous artists and thinkers in the American cultural firmament, from Eudora Welty, Pete
Seeger, and Alice Walker to William Eggleston, Bobby Rush, and C. Vann Woodward. Masterfully drawn from
one-on-one interviews conducted by renowned folklorist William Ferris over the past forty years, the
book reveals how storytelling is viscerally tied to southern identity and how the work of these southern
or southern-inspired creators has shaped the way Americans think and talk about the South. The Storied
South offers a unique, intimate opportunity to sit at the table with these men and women and learn how
they worked and how they perceived their art. The volume also features 45 of Ferris's striking
photographic portraits of the speakers and a CD and a DVD of original audio and films of the interviews.
George Washington
George Washington Reconsidered
George Washington's Enforcers
narrative, chronology, and bibliography
The Storied South
Scientist and Symbol
This valiant story of how young George Washington was drawn into his country's struggle for independence gives readers a vivid perspective
on a crucial era in American history--and on the life of a revolutionary hero.
Ward relates how the enlisted men, who had a propensity for troublemaking and desertion, not only were victims of the double standard that
existed between officers and regular troops but also lacked legal protection in the army. The enforcement of military justice afforded the
accused with little due process support. Ward discusses the duties of the various personnel responsible for training and enforcing the
standards of behavior, including duty officers, adjutants, brigade majors, inspectors, and sergeant majors. He includes the roles of life guards,
camp guards, quarter guards, picket men, and safe guards, whose responsibilities ranged from escorting the commander in chief,
intercepting spies and stragglers, and protecting farmers from marauding soldiers to searching for deserters, rounding up unauthorized
personnel, and looking for delinquents in local towns and taverns.
Strategies from a noted educational consultant on how to ease the pressure, ace the essay, and gain admission into your top-choice school
Getting into college has become fiercely competitive, which makes the personal-essay part of the application process even more
important–and stressful. But stop worrying! In Write Your College Essay in Less Than a Day, Elizabeth Wissner-Gross–a top educational
strategist in this area who counsels students at schools across the country–breaks down the harrowing ordeal of essay writing into
manageable steps, leaving you with a fresh, polished, stand-out piece that admissions officers will love to read. Inside you’ll find • exercises
to help you select an essay topic inspired by your most notable achievements–and winning a Nobel Prize needn’t be one of them • timed
chapters (including snack breaks) to help you brainstorm, create, and critique your essay in only five hours • sample essays and grading
criteria so that you can play the admissions officer–and know what you’re up against • advice on which writing techniques will score you
points–and which could potentially sink your chances Accessible, savvy, and written with a student’s needs and concerns in mind, Write Your
College Essay in Less Than a Day gives you all the tools you need to compose an original, professional essay that will help you turn your
dream school into a well-deserved reality.
Honor to George Washington and Reading about George Washington
Pamphlets 1 to 16 Complete ...
The First Black Boxing Champions
Ordinary Man, Extraordinary Leader

Celebrates the exhibit
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